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Pursuant to 31 U .S .C .A. § 3730(b)(2), this Complaint is to be filed in camera
and shall remain under seal and shall not be served upon Defendants until so
ordered by this Honorable Court .
Additionally, pursuant to the terms of Standing Order 04-01 (111)(A), no
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COMPLAINT
COMES NOW, the United States of America, ex rel . Robert A . Martin, and
files this Complaint showing this Honorable Court as follows :
I. PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.
This is an action by the United States, ex rel . Robert A . Martin, against
Defendants L-3 Communications Corporation, Vertex Aerospace, LLC, a/k/a L-3
Communications Aerospace LLC, alk/a L-3 Vertex Aerospace LLC, and L-3

.
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Communications Integrated Systems, LP, pursuant to the False Claims Act, 31
U.S .C .A. § 3729, et seq.
2.
Plaintiff-Relator Robert A . Martin is a citizen of the United States of
America and resident of San Antonio, Texas .
3.
Martin worked for L-3 as a sheet metal mechanic from August 2006 to

December 2006, from March 2007 to November 2008, and from February 2009
through May 15, 2009.
4.
Martin worked on the helicopter maintenance program in Kuwait in 2006
and from March 2007 through the Spring of 2008 . In the Spring of 2008, Martin
transferred to the helicopter maintenance program in Balad, Iraq . When he returned
to the theater in 2009, Martin was assigned to Taji, Iraq . He returned to the United
States in May 2009 .
5.
Defendant L -3 Communications Corporat ion touts itself as the "sixth
largest defense company in the United States" and "a leader and prime defense
contractor in Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ASR), secure
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communications, government services, training and simulation and aircraft
modernization and maintenance ." L-3 website, http ://www.l-3com .comlabout-13 .
L-3 Communications Corporation has an office and transacts business at 1355
Bluegrass Lakes Parkway, Alpharetta, Georgia 30004, which is in this jurisdiction .
6.
L-3 Communications Corporation is a Delaware corporation with its
principal place of business at 600 3`d Ave., New York, NY 10016-1901, and is an
active corporation registered to do business in the State of Georgia . L-3
Communications Corporation may be served through its registered agent, CT
Corporation System, 1201 Peachtree St ., Atlanta, GA 30361, Fulton County . Upon
proper service of the Summons and Complaint, L-3 Communications Corporation
will be subject to the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court .
7.
Defendant Vertex Aerospace LLC, a/k/a L-3 Co mmunications
Aeros pace LLC, a/k/a L-3 Ve rtex Aerospace LLC, is a subsidiary of L-3
Communications Corporation, and is part of the L-3 Communications Integrated
Systems, LP, group. Vertex Aerospace LLC is "an aviation and aerospace

technical services company, managing and servicing more than 3,500 fixed- and
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rotary-wing aircraft (89 platforms) as well as other equipment, primarily for
government customers ." L-3 website, http :llwww.l3com.com/divisions/overview .
aspx?id=78. It provides several types of services, including "logistics support;
maintenance, repair and overhaul services ; as well as supply chain management" to
customers such as the "Department of Defense (all branches), U .S. Customs and
Border Protection (Department of Homeland Security), NASA, Drug Enforcement
Agency and others." Id. "L-3 Vertex has more than 11,500 employees at 3 00
locations in 36 states and 33 countries ." Id.
8.
Defendant Vertex Aerospace LLC, a/k/a L-3 Communications Aerospace
LLC, a/k/a L-3 Vertex Aerospace LLC, is a Delaware corporation with its
principal place of business at 555 Industrial Drive South, Madison, MS 39110-

9072 . The entity also has offices at 8001 Mid America Blvd., Suite 500,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73135-SSi2, and used that address for purposes of the
contract with the Government attached hereto as Exhibit 1 . Vertex Aerospace LLC
is an active limited liability corporation registered to do business in the state of
Georgia, and may be served through its registered agent, CT Corporation System,
1201 Peachtree Street, NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30361 . Upon proper service of the
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Summons and Complaint, Vertex Aerospace, LLC, will be subject to the
jurisdiction of this Honorable Court.
9.
Defendant L-3 Communications Integrated Systems, LP, is a group
within L-3 Communications Corporation . It "has facilities throughout the U .S . Its
operations include highly specialized fleet management and support for signals
intelligence and ISR special mission aircraft and airborne surveillance systems ."
L-3 Vertex Aerospace reports to L-3 Communications Integrated Systems, LP .
10.
Defendant L-3 Communications Integrated Systems, LP, is a Delaware
limited partnership with its principal place of business at c/o L-3 Communications
Corporation, 600 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10016 . Defendant L-3
Communications Integrated Systems, LP, is an active limited partnership registered
to do business in the state of Georgia, and may be served through its registered
agent, CT Corporation, 1201 Peachtree Street, NE, Atlanta, GA 30361, Fulton
County . Upon proper service of the Summons and Complaint, L-3
Communications Integrated Systems, LP, will be subject to the jurisdiction of this
Honorable Court.
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11 .
Defendants L-3 Communications Corporation, Vertex Aerospace LLC, a/k/a
L-3 Communications Aerospace LLC, alk/a L-3 Vertex Aerospace LLC, and L-3
Communications Integrated Systems, LP, share common ownership and executive
management. The Defendants are hereafter collectively referred to as "L-3 ."
12 .
This Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action pursuant to 31
U.S .C . § 3732(a) and 28 U .S .C . § 1331, and has personal jurisdiction over the
Defendants because, among other reasons, they do business in this jurisdiction, and
L-3 Communications Corporation has an office and transacts business at 1355
Bluegrass Lakes Parkway, Alpharetta, Georgia 30004, which is in this jurisdiction .
13.
Venue is proper in this District under 28 U .S .C . § 1391, and also under 31
U.S .C . § 3732, which provides that a False Claims Act case may be brought in any
judicial district where "any one defendant can be found, resides, transacts business,
or in which any act proscribed by section 3729 occurred ." Venue is appropriate in
the Northern District of Georgia because, among other reasons, the original
contracting activity was with Fort McPherson, Georgia, which is in the Northern
District of Georgia . Furthermore, Fort McPherson, Georgia, remains the
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designated Point of Contact for the Contract . Additionally, all of the defendants
transact business in this District, and L-3 Communications Corporation has an
office and transacts business at 1355 Bluegrass Lakes Parkway, Alpharetta,
Georgia 30004, which is in this jurisdiction .
14.
The facts and circumstances alleged in this complaint have not been publicly
disclosed in a criminal, civil or administrative hearing, nor in any congressional,
administrative, or government accounting office report, hearing, audit
investigation, or in the news media .
15.
Relator is an "original source" of the information upon which this complaint
is based, as that term is used in the False Claims Act .

16.
Relator provided disclosure of the allegations of this complaint to the United
States prior to filing .

8
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II.

OVERVIEW : L-3'S CONTRACTS, THE TRAINING AND BILLING.
A.

L-3'S CONTRACTS .
17.

L-3 contracts with the United States government to support our United
States military overseas . Under these contracts, L-3 deploys thousands of
employees around the world . The vast majority of these employees, perhaps all,
are deployed under "Time and Materials" contracts between L-3 and the United
States.
1.

"Time and Materials" contracts.

18.
In a "Time and Materials" contract, the Government asks the contractor to
propose an hourly rate per employee (or per type of employee, e.g., aircraft
mechanic, sheet metal maintenance worker, etc .). The Government and the
contractor agree on a rate that is intentionally high enough to allow the contractor
to pay the employee, plus its administrative and overhead expenses, and still make
a profit.

9
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19.
Because the hourly rate already includes administrative and overhead costs,
the contractor is only reimbursed for "direct labor hours," i, e ., hours that the
employee actually spends working on the contract:
A time-and-materials contract provides for acquiring supplies or
services on the basis of(1) Direct labor hours at specified fixed hourly rates that
include wages, overhead, general and administrative expenses,
and profit; and
(2) Actual cost for materials (except as provided for in 31 .20526(e) and (f)).
Federal Acquisition Regulation 16.601 (b) .
20.
At the close of each billing period, the contractor submits a statement of the
number of hours each of its employees have worked, and makes a claim for
reimbursement for those hours .
2. The Contract.
21.
Relator Martin was employed under a Time & Materials contract L-3 Vertex
Aerospace has with the Department of the Air Force .

10
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22.
In 2009, Martin worked on Federal contract FAS 108-09-D-0005, Task Order
0003 . See 2/12/09 Letter of Authorization, attached as Exhibit 16 . On information
and belief, this contract is a follow-on contract to the one under which Martin
worked in 2006-2008, which was F34601-97-D-0425, Task Order 0305 . See
3/27/07 Letter of Identification, attached as Exhibit 17 . Additional task orders are
associated with both contracts .

23.
These contracts cover aircraft repair and maintenance to be performed by L3 employees in several countries around the world, including in Afghanistan, Iraq,
Egypt and Kuwait . Collectively, they will be referred to as the "Contract ." A copy
of the portions of the FA8108-09-D-0005 contract available to the Relator is
attached as Exhibit 1 . Any references to specific portions of the Contract come
from the document attached as Exhibit 1 .
3.

Billing Onlv for Time Actually Worked.
24.

The Contract states that it is a Time and Material contract, and so, as with all
other contracts, L-3 only can bill for direct labor hours worked . Numerous
provisions in the Contract reiterate the point .

11
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25.
Part I of the Contract expressly states, at the top and in bold letters :
"Under T&M line items there is not a guarantee of hours . The
Government shall be billed only for hours actually worked ."
Contract at 2 (Exh . 1).

26.
The Contract also says that the Government only will reimburse L-3 for
labor "necessary to accomplish modification maintenance/repair effort on-site at
operational government locations ." Id . See also identical provisions at Contract,
Time and Material - Labor, at 8, 12, 18, 24, 27, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, and 44 (Exh . 1).
This provision not only requires the hours to be spent on modifying, maintaining or
repairing aircraft, it also requires that the hours be spent on-site - which would be
in Kuwait, Iraq, Egypt or Afghanistan, not in the United States .
27.
The Performance Work Statement in the Contract provides that "the
standard work week will be a minimum of 48 hours, with an additional 36 hours of
OT per week possible for CFT employees with the approval of the local APO ."
Contract, Performance Work Statement ("PWS") ¶ 2 .3, at 3 (Exh. 1). See also id .
at 1 4 .2.13, at 9 . This statement establishes that the United States expects to pay
only for hours actually worked, and furthermore that overtime must be approved
12
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by the local APO . Contract, Performance Work Statement ¶ 4 .2.13, at 9. See also
Contract, PWS ¶ 2 .3, at 3 .
28.
The fact that the standard workweek is designated as 48 hours is significant .
The Contract states that the regular workweek for employees in the United States is
40 hours, but that for overseas employees, "Each task order issued hereunder will
set forth the required work week where performance is to be overseas ." Contract
at 55 . The Performance Work Statement ("PWS") in fact does set out the required
work week, and sets it at 48 hours . Contract, PWS ¶ 2 .3, at 3 . Clearly, then, the
Government contemplated that the L-3 employees were going to be paid for work
performed overseas, not in the United States .
29.
When the Government requested bids for this Contract, it asked that the bids
be based on the "total amount of hours the Govt estimates it would take to
adequately support the work described in the PWS" . Contract, PWS, Attachment
1, at 24 (emphasis added) .
30.
The Performance Work Statement gave detailed explanations of the job
descriptions and "expected duties" of the employees . These job descriptions quite
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naturally talk about the work to be done maintaining aircraft . Not one includes
"training" for the job . (Even more obviously, the descriptions certainly do not
include "time not working", or anything even remotely equivalent.)
B. THE TRAINING PROCESS .
31.
As with virtually any job, L-3's employees must go through training and fill
out paperwork before they begin working .
32 .
If an L-3 employee is deploying overseas, he must go through two periods of
training and processing : one with L-3, and another with the U .S . military .
33.
If at any point an employee leaves the theater for more than 30 days, he is
required to go through the training sessions again.
1.

L-3's Internal Training.
3 4.

L-3 does its training first .

14
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35.
L-3 flies its employees in early, generally on the Wednesday before the
military's training begins . The employees are put up at a hotel near the military
base where the military will be doing its training .
36.
On Thursday and Friday, the employees go through L-3's own training
instruction, and fill out L-3's paperwork . The employees receive medical
checkups, and the L-3 supervisor inspects their toolboxes to be sure they have all
the tools they will need (employees provide their own tools) . The L-3 site
supervisor also explains L-3's internal procedures .
2.

The CRC Training.
37.

The military's side of the training and processing take place at a CONCIS '
Replacement Center, or "CRC", located on a military base such as Fort Benning,
Georgia or Fort Bliss, Texas.
38.
The L-3 employees are housed on the military base during the session .

"CONUS" stands for "Continental United States ."
15
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39.
A 1/7/09 "Deployment Information Packet", published by the CRC at Fort
Benning, is attached as Exhibit 13, and a 9/28/09 "Packet" for Benning is attached
as Exhibit 14 .
40.
The centers train both military personnel and civilians simultaneously, for a
period that generally begins on a Saturday and ends on a Thursday . Both military
personnel and civilian contractors take classes on topics such as hot weather injury
prevention and identifying Improvised Explosive Devices ("IEDs" ) .
41 .
The military personnel get substantially more training than the civilians do,
however, because they take a series of additional courses related to topics that only
apply to the military, such as how to use and maintain weapons .
42.
Since the L-3 employees are deploying as civilians, and since the Contract
specifically prohibits them from carrying weapons, they do not take these classes .
See Contract at 58 ("The NIA may issue Government-furnished weapons and
ammunition to the Contractor for issuance to specified Contractor employees .")

16
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43.
During the week, CRC officials check the medical paperwork that the
civilians have brought with them (e .g., the records from the physicals they took
just days earlier; their immunization records, etc .) to confirm that they are
medically fit to deploy overseas .
44.
A sample deployment training schedule for Fort Benning is attached as
Exhibit 2 . This schedule is dated 2/20/09, which is the day after Martin finished
his third training . It is extremely similar to the schedule used while Martin trained
at Fort Benning .
4 5.
A sample deployment training schedule for Fort Bliss is attached as Exhibit
3 . This schedule was the one used when Martin went through training at Fort
Bliss in August 2006 .
46.
On Friday, at the end of the training period, the military personnel and
civilians are taken to the airport to be flown overseas .

17
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47.
When Martin attended training at Fort Benning in February 2009, the L-3
training supervisor told Martin that approximately 30 to 50 L-3 employees go
through training each week .

48.
When he was in Kuwait, Martin met with Tom Oliver, the L-3 employee
who orients the new personnel coming through Kuwait on their way to their job
sites . Oliver stated to Relator that he had processed 600 groups of people through
Kuwait.
49.
On information and belief, each of these 600 groups had to go through
training classes at Fort Benning or Fort Bliss . See Contract, PWS ¶ 6 .6.3, at 16 .

C. BILLING.
50.
On information and belief, and based on statements by his supervisors to
Martin, time is billed to the Government unless it is marked with a non-productive
code.

18
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51 .
The L-3 supervisor in Kuwait told Martin that the CLIN number was "how
we get paid" by the Government .
52.
When time is not to be billed to the Government, however, it is marked with
a special code -- a letter or letters that are inserted next to the number of hours the
employee worked on a given day . The letter shows that the hours that are listed
should not be charged to the Government .
53.
L-3 has three categories of time that should not be charged to the
Government - "Paid Time Off', "Unpaid Time Off' and "Non Productive" time .
To assist the employee, the codes for each category are listed at the bottom of the
timesheet . See, e .g ., 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4) .
54 .
Paid Time Off Codes include "H = Holiday" ; and "PTO =Paid Time Off' .
Non Productive Codes include "C= Security/Processing", "D = Base Declared
Holiday" and "T =Travel" .
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55.
To cite a specific example, Monday, February 16, 2009, was President's
Day. Martin received 8 hours of pay for the holiday, but since he was at CRC that
week, he did not actually get the day off . The regular hours for the day were
inserted without a code . See 2/19/09 Timesheet, attached as Exhibit 4 . Then, 8
hours were inserted for the holiday, but marked "8H" . Id. The "H" showed that
the time was not to be billed to the government.
56.
As Tracy Holmes explained to Martin during his L-3 internal training, and as
Martin personally witnessed throughout his tenure at L-3, an L-3 employee's
supervisor must sign the timesheet on the line for "Supervisor Signature ."

III .

L-3 OVERSILLS THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .
57.
L-3 overbills the United States Government in six different ways : (1) by

billing for training, which should not be billed at all; (2) by billing the Government
for time its employees spend in L-3's own internal training ; (3) by significantly
inflating the number of hours that its employees spend in CRC training ; (4) by
billing a day of travel ; (5) by billing overtime during training, which the
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Government has not agreed to pay ; and (6) by holding its employees in Kuwait, yet
billing that time as if the employees were working on the Contract .
58.
Relator Martin had to leave the theater for more than thirty days on two
different occasions, so he underwent the training three times .
59.
Martin went through training at both Fort Bliss and Fort Benning .

60.
Martin trained at Fort Bliss in August 2006 and again in March 2007, and at
Fort Benning in February 2009 .
61 .
Martin personally observed that L-3 overbilled for training in the same ways
at both Fort Benning and Fort Bliss .
62 .
In fact, the same people set up both programs . The L-3 supervisor at Fort
Benning (Tracy Holmes), told Martin that the assistant supervisor from Fort Bliss
(Reuben [Last Name Unknown]), had flown out from Fort Bliss to help set up the
Fort Benning operation.
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A. L-3 Bills for Training , When It Is Not Suppo sed to Bill the United
States for Training at All.
63.
The period that the L-3 employees spend in training is exactly the sort of
"overhead" and "administrative" cost that is not supposed to be billed to the United
States under the terms of the Contract .

64.
Nonetheless, L-3 has its employees bill the time they spend training and
filling out paperwork to "0016A.A," which the Contract identifies as "Contractor
provided aviation maintenance services for all rotary winged aircraft based in
Kuwait ." Contract at 18 (Exh. 1) . See 2/19/09 Martin timesheet (Exh . 4).
65.
The employees are not told to mark the time with a non-productive code,
and therefore the time is billed to the United States .
66.
The Contract prefaces the section on services to be performed in Kuwait
with the specific statement that the Government is only agreeing to pay for
"LABOR - necessary to accomplish modification/maintenance/repair effort on-site
at operational government locations cited in the Performance Work Statement ."

22
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See also identical provisions in Contract, Time and Material - Labor, at 2, 8, 12,
18, 24, 27, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, and 44 .
6 7.
Of course, when the employees are training at Fort Benning or Fort Bliss,
they are not on-site in Kuwait, nor are they modifying, maintaining or repairing
"rotary winged aircraft based in Kuwait ."
68.
In fact, most of the employees deploying through Benning and Bliss never
end up working on aircraft in Kuwait ; they merely pass through Kuwait on their
way to their final assignments in Afghanistan, Iraq or Egypt .
69.
L-3's decision to bill training directly contradicts the provision of the
Contract that: "The Governmen t shall be billed only for hours actually
worked." Co ntract, Part I, at 1 (Exh. 1 ).

70.
L-3 made its bid with full knowledge that it was bidding on the "total
amount of hours the Govt estimates it would take to adequately support the work
described in the PWS" ('Performance Work Statement'), and that "training" was
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not one of the tasks listed in the Performance Work Statement . Contract, PWS,
Attachment 1, at 24 .
71.
The Government agreed to L-3's rate because it was supposed to cover
employees who were actually on site, performing their jobs .
72.

L-3 is reaping a windfall by billing the United States for the hours its
employees spend in training .
73.
The costs of these hours already have been incorporated into the hourly rate
that L-3 charges the United States for every single hour its employees spend
repairing aircraft : "The hourly rates shall include wages, indirect costs, general and
administrative expense, and profit ." Clause 52 .232-7, Payments under Time-andMaterials and Labor-Hour Contracts, incorporated into Contract, Time and
Material - Labor, at 2, 8, 12, 18, 24, 27, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, and 44 (Exh. 1).
74.
L-3 charges the Government an extremely high rate per hour, intentionally
to cover this sort of non-productive time .
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75.
Thus, when L-3 bills the training hours to the Government, it collects a
second time for the same cost .
B.

L-3 Even Bill s the Time It s Employees Spend Rece ivi ng L-3 's
Own , Internal Train ing and Filling Out L -3' s Paperwork.
76.

L-3 bills for the time its employees spend before they even get to the
military's CRC training, when the employees still are going through L-3's internal
training, filling out L-3's paperwork, and getting physicals .
77.
The employees are instructed to bill 8 hours for each of those days to Client
Number 0016AA, 3133637 ; again, "0016AA" is the number the Contract assigns
to hours spent directly repairing and maintaining rotary aircraft based in Kuwait .
See time for Friday on 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4).
78 .
Significantly, the employees are not told to add a "non-productive code" in
order to prevent this time from being billed to the United States.

25
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79.
These hours clearly are not necessary to modify, maintain or repair aircraft
based in Kuwait ; in fact, the employees are not even in Kuwait when they bill
these hours .

80.
The costs of these hours already have been incorporated into the hourly rate
that L-3 charges the United States for every single hour its employees spend
repairing aircraft : "The hourly rates shall include wages, indirect costs, general and
administrative expense, and profit ." Clause 52 .232-7, Payments under Time-andMaterials and Labor-Hour Contracts, incorporated into Contract, Time and

Material - Labor, at 2, 8, 12118 , 24, 27, 29, 32, 35138 , 41, and 44 (Exh . 1).
81.
Furthermore, tasks such as training on L-3's internal rules and having a
physical exam are not included in the job descriptions set out in the Performance
Work Statement, which is the only basis for L-3 to be paid under the Contract . See
Contract, Performance Work Statement ¶ 8 .0, et seq., at 18-23 (Exh . 1) .

26
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C.

L-3 Overbills the Government for the Ho u rs Its Employees Spen d
in the CRC Training .
82.

L-3 not only bills the Government for training, which it should not do, but it
also dramatically and intentionally overbills for the time its employees spend in
training .
1.

L-3 systematically inflates the amount of time its employees
spend in training.

83 .
Before the L-3 employees even set foot on the military base, L-3 sets them
up to expect high amounts of compensation for the training week : "Normally, you
will be working 14 to 18 hours per day while at the CRC . Everything over 40
hours will be time and a half ." See Southwest Asia brief, attached as Exhibit 18 .
84.
In fact, however, for the L-3 employees, deployment training often lasts only
a few hours a day .
85.
L-3 uses several tactics to fraudulently inflate the number of hours its
employees have spent in the CRC training activities .
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86.
For example, L-3 has every employee bill until the latest time any one of
them was in training .
87.
When Martin went through training at Fort Bliss, the L-3 supervisor, Steve
[Last Name Unknown], would gather all of the employees together in a classroom
at the end of the day, and ask them, "What was the latest time any of you was in
training today?" If he thought the time was too early, he would say, "3? Wasn't it
later than that? Are you sure it wasn't 4? Didn't someone work until 5?
Remember, this is how you are getting paid ." Steve continued the process until
one employee reached a time that Steve apparently thought was late enough to
maximize the billing . Then, every employee was instructed to write that same time
down on his timesheet .
88.
By the time that Martin went through training at Fort Benning, L-3 had
refined its method somewhat .
89.
Tracy Holmes, L-3's site supervisor for Fort Benning, divided the 26
employees in Martin's training class into groups of approximately 5 . She selected a
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leader for each group, and then a leader for the entire class . Holmes designated
Adam Van Vleet as the leader for Martin's class at Fort Benning .

90.
Each group leader was responsible for finding out the latest time that any
employee in his group had been in training for a particular day . The group leader
then reported that time to the class leader . The class leader then reported to
Holmes what the very latest of those times was .
91 .
Holmes filled out an example timesheet using that time, and every employee
was instructed to copy it, using the exact times Holmes had used .
92.
L-3 also instructs its employees to start billing when the military begins its
day, even though the L-3 employees often begin their training later in the day .
93.
Additionally, L-3 tells its employees to bill for times when the military is in
training, even if the L-3 employees are not .
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94 .
For example, the CRC devotes almost an entire day to weapons-related
training . At Fort Benning, weapons-related training is done on Thursday, and at
Fort Bliss it is done on Wednesday .
95.
Since L-3 employees do not take these classes, they have little work to do on
those days . Nonetheless, L-3 instructs them to bill full days, as if they had been in
the weapons training all day .
96.
Perhaps most egregiously of all, L-3 has its employees bill for hours when
the schedule clearly shows that no training is even available at that time .
2. Martin's February 2009 training at Fort Benning .

97.
In February 2009, Martin and 25 other L-3 employees went through training
at Fort Benning .

98.
The February 2009 training session will be used to illustrate the extent of the

overbilling by L-3 .
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99.
L-3 paid Martin $20 .42 per hour, before overtime, while he was going
through CRC .2
100.
The Government paid L-3 an even higher, "burdened" rate for Martin's time,
and for the time of all the L-3 employees going through training .
i. Billing during L-3's own training.
Thursday and Friday before the CRC training started (Feb . 12 and 13) :
101.
L-3 flew Martin and the other L-3 employees into Georgia, generally on the
Wednesday before the CRC training began on a Saturday .
102.
Martin in fact flew in on Wednesday . See email from Lilly Lindsey to
Robert Martin re : his arrival on 2/11/09 (a Wednesday), attached as Exhibit 15 .

103.
On Thursday, February 12, the L-3 employees had physicals at a walk-in
clinic near the base .
2 Martin was paid this rate when he was in the United States, but he received a
higher rate when he went into the theater .
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104 .
The employees were divided into two groups of 1 3 each . One group went to
the clinic in the morning, and the other in the afternoon .
105.
During the remainder of Thursday and on Friday, L-3 screened the
employees' paperwork, gave them L-3's internal training, and had them fill out L3's own paperwork .
106.
Despite the fact that the employees had not been in Kuwait or worked on
aircraft based in Kuwait at any point on Thursday or Friday, L-3 instructed them to
bill 8 .0 hours for each day to the Kuwait work number, 0016AA, 3133637 . See
2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4).

107.
The timesheet attached as Exhibit 4 does not show Thursday, February 12,
because L-3's payroll closes out on Thursday . This timesheet picks up on Friday,
February 13 . However, Martin also billed 8 .0 hours for Thursday, February 12 .
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ii. Billing during the CRC training.

108.
On Saturday, Martin and the other L-3 employees were taken to Fort
Benning for the military's training .
109.
That week, per L-3's instructions, Martin billed these amounts of time to
Client Number 00 1 6AA, 3133636 :
Saturday

11 .5 hours

Sunday

12 hours

Monday

12.5 hours3

Tuesday

14.5 hours

Wednesday 12 .5 hours
Thursday 13 .5 hours

Id.

3 Since Monday was President's Day, 8.0 hours were billed to "Holiday",
giving Martin a total of 20 .5 hours for Monday .
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110.
In fact, however, the amount of time that the employees spent in training
was far less than the amount of time they were instructed to -- and did -- bill .

Saturday Feb. 14):
111 .
For example, the schedule shows that on Saturday, training did not even
begin until 0900 . See Benning Schedule for Saturday (Exh . 2). Nonetheless, the
L-3 employees began billing at 0700 . See 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4).
112 .
The primary training activity for the day was a two-hour "Orientation
briefing ." The military offered the same briefing three times throughout the day,
and each employee was assigned to one - and only one - of the three sessions . In
fact, the schedule states explicitly : "Deployers only attend One Company

Orientation Briefing ." Benning Schedule (Exh . 2) .
113 .
The military also offered computer training throughout the afternoon and
early evening, so that the employees could take it when they were not in the
orientation briefing .
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114.
During the computer training, the employee paged through a series of
screens with information about topics (such as terrorism), and then at the end took
a short quiz on the material. In total, the employee spent approximately an hour on
the computer training .
115.
Thus, an L-3 employee spent approximately 3 hours in training on Saturday,
but was instructed to bill 11 .5 hours . See 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4) .
Sunday (Feb . 1 5) :
11 6.
On Sunday, the employees were told to bill 12 hours - from 0700 to 1930
(subtracting one half hour for lunch) .
117.
Clearly the employees could not have worked until 1930, however, because
the schedule shows that Sunday's training stopped at 1800 .
118.
The only exception was "computer based training make-up" - which none of
the employees could possibly have needed because they already had counted
computer training in their billing for the prior day .
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119.
Furthermore, on information and belief, the employees did not have any
sessions at all in the morning, because the Sunday body armor fitting was reserved
for the military . The civilians received their body armor later, on Tuesday .
120.
On Sunday afternoon, the employees had "Battalion and Installation
Orientation", which was done in shifts . Each shift took approximately two hours .
121.
The employees also had a session on "Personnel Recovery Operations ."
While the schedule allots two hours for that session, on information and belief it
was actually shorter.
1 22.
Even assuming that session took two hours, each L-3 employee spent only 4
hours in training on Sunday, but the Government was billed for 12 .
Monday (Feb. 16) :
123.
On Monday morning, for approximately two hours the L-3 employees
moved through administrative processing stations .
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124.
The military personnel manning each station reviewed each employee's
paperwork and, if the paperwork was complete, stamped it as "approved ." See
Readiness and Deployment Checklist for Martin, attached as Exhibit 9 .
125.
The employees had the afternoon off. Some left base and went into town,
and others enjoyed the military base, which had a movie theater, two indoor pools,
a gym, sauna, two bowling alleys, a golf course, and a marina where boats could be
rented . Massage therapy was available for an extra charge .
126 .
Although the employees had spent approximately two hours that day on
tasks related to the CRC program, they were instructed to bill as if they had
undergone 12 .5 hours of training .
Tuesday (Feb. 17) :
127.
On Tuesday morning, the L-3 employees spent approximately two hours
going through eight medical processing stations . See 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet
(Exh. 4).
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128.
The employees were instructed to begin billing at 0530 did .), when in fact
the medical processing did not begin until 0615 that day . See Benning Schedule
(Exh. 2) .
129.
During the medical processing, the employees did not actually receive
physicals ; they simply took the paperwork from the physicals they already had had,
and went from station to station . The military personnel at each station verified that
the results from the physicals met the military's standards (e .g., that lab results
were within normal values), and that the employee had received the proper
immunizations, and then stamped the paperwork as approved . See Predeployment
Medical Screening Worksheet for Martin, attached as Exhibit 8 .
130.
If an employee was missing any immunization shots, he was given the
missing immunizations along with an anthrax vaccination . (Since the employees
had had physicals just five days earlier, they were missing very few
immunizations .)
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131.
After an employee finished the medical stations, he was free until 1815,
when the employees had to be back for "Helmet, SBA, MOLLE Inspection and or
Assembly Training ."
132.
During that session, the employees went to Supply to pick up their body
armor, first aid kits, duffel bags, helmets, etc . To be sure the body armor and
helmets fit properly, the employees tried those items on and went before the cadre
for approval . This process generally took no more than an hour .
133.
Although the employees had spent approximately three hours on CRCrelated tasks, they were instructed to bill as if they had spent a grueling 14 .5 hours
in training .
Wednesday (Fe b. 18) :

134 .
On Wednesday, the L-3 employees went through Theater Specific Individual
Readiness Training ("TSIRT") from 0645 until approximately 1800 . See TSIRT
Familiarization Requirements, attached as Exhibit 10 ; and TSIRT Evaluation
Requirements, attached as Exhibit 11 .
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135.
The L-3 employees were instructed to begin billing at 0600, when in fact
formation did not begin until 06 15, and the first training session did not begin until
0645 .
136.

The employees did not stop billing until 1900, although many finished
earlier . The employees billed a total of 12 .5 hours on Wednesday . Id.
Thursday (Feb . 19) :
137.
Thursday was devoted primarily to weapons training for the military .
138.
Otherwise, Thursday served as a makeup day for employees who had missed
earlier sessions . Of course, since the L-3 employees had billed full days for all the
days up until Thursday, they did not need any makeup sessions .
1 39.
Nonetheless, on Thursday, the employees began billing at 0530, even though
only "select individuals" who had not attended earlier sessions, and therefore had
to do "makeup sessions," needed to begin that early .
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140.
Furthermore, even the military personnel who were being trained in weapons
use did not have formation until 0615, and their training did not start until 0700
(for the earliest of the three sessions) .
141.
Since they were not taking the weapons training, the employees actually
spent little time in training on Thursday .
142.
On Thursday morning, the employees waited as the military processed the
paperwork from the week, something called "Validation and Outprocessing ."
143.
As the military reviewers worked their way through the list of trainees, the
military posted spreadsheets with employees' names on them .

144.
If an employee was missing any paperwork, the sheet would have a notation
beside the employee's name . The employees finished this process by 0900 or
1000 .
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145.
At approximately noon, Tracy Holmes' assistant, Demika Sumbry, came to
the base, bringing with her an example timesheet that the L-3 employees were to
copy.
146.
Holmes already had filled in the sample timesheet, including the hours
worked each day.
147.
Demika told the L-3 employees to copy the sheet, and she made sure that
each employee used the same times that Holmes had used . Demika then collected
the timesheets and took them back to Holmes . This process took approximately
half an hour .
148.
Of course, the task of filling out a timesheet is an administrative, internal L3 task, and clearly was not "direct labor" on the Contract, so it should not have
been charged to the Government at all .
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149.
The employees also picked up their ID tags, and their new prescription
glasses (if applicable). Picking up these items took about half an hour, including
waiting time .
150 .
Although the timesheet shows that these tags were picked up beginning at
1600, on information and belief the tags in fact were available earlier .
151 .
The employees finished their tasks at 1200 or 1300, and went their separate
ways until the "Out Briefing/Preflight Briefing" at 1730 . See Benning Schedule
(Exh. 2) .
152.
As the schedule shows, that session was the last session of the day, and it
lasted only a half hour, ending at 1800 . Nonetheless, the L-3 employees were
instructed to keep billing until 1930 . See 2/19/09 Martin Timesheet (Exh . 4) .
153.
Although they had been involved in training or other administrative tasks for
at most five hours and probably substantially less, L-3 instructed the employees to
bill 13 .5 hours for Thursday .
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154.
L-3 does not have the employees mark any of the time they spend in L-3's
internal training or at CRC with a "non-productive code" .
155.
Ironically, when L-3 employees receive training while they are overseas,
they are told to mark the time with a non-productive code .
156.
Because L-3 fraudulently inflates the hours its employees spend in CRC
training, the employees always bill more than 40 hours per week .

157.
In fact, during the February 2009 training, each employee billed 44 .5 hours
of overtime, in addition to 40 hours of straight time . See 2/19/09 Martin
Timesheet (Exh. 4).
158.
For overtime hours, L-3 bills the government at one and a half times the
already burdened rate that the Government normally pays.
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1 59.
Thus, most or all of the hours that are fraudulently billed are billed at
overtime rates, which magnifies the financial impact of the fraud on the
Government.
D.

L-3 Bills the Government for A Travel Day for Each Employee .

Friday (Feb . 20) :

160.
As the schedule shows, Friday is devoted to travel . The employees have
their travel bags inspected, screened and loaded, are transported to the airport, etc .
No training takes place at all on Friday .

161 .
L-3 is not supposed to bill travel to the Government . As the timesheets
show, travel time is supposed to be marked with a "Non Productive Code" of "T" .
1 62.
L-3 apparently has decided to pretend that on Friday its employees are still
in CRC training. While L-3 tells its employees to reduce their billing to 8 .0 hours,
it also tells them to b ill the time to Client Number 0016A.A, 3133b36 (the same
Kuwait number to which they had billed all of their CRC training), without using
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any non-productive time code . See 2/26/09 timesheet for Friday, attached as
Exhibit 5 .
163 .
The employees are not in Kuwait working on aircraft ; they aren't even in
training that day. Nonetheless, L-3 bills the Government for their time .

Saturday „ (Feb. 21) :
164.
The L-3 employees generally reach Kuwait sometime Saturday .
165.
L-3 apparently has concluded that it cannot even pretend that Saturday is
anything other than a travel day, and so the employees are told to bill 8 hours to
001 bAA, 3134489, but to add the non-productive code "T" to their time . See
2/26/09 Martin Timesheet for Saturday - Thursday, attached as Exhibit 6 . (This
timesheet is erroneously dated 2/26/08 at the top . The correct date appears at the
bottom of the page .)
E.

L-3 Bills Overtime for Training , When the Government Ha s a
Standard Policy A ainst Allowing vertime for Trainin .

166.
L-3 bills the Government for massive hours of overtime during the CRC
training period .
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167.
However, the Government has a standard contracting provision, 31 .205-44,
that provides : "Overtime compensation for training and education is unallowable ."
168.
This standard provision either applies to the Contract, or is the underlying
assumption in a Government contract unless the contract specifically provides
otherwise, which this Contract does not .

169.
Thus, L-3 should not have billed overtime at all when its employees were in
CRC training.
F. L-3 Overbills the Government by Intentionally Delaying Its
Employees' Deployment Into the Theater .

170.
When the L-3 employees reach Kuwait, they still do not have their job
assignments.
171.
Nonetheless, even though the employees have not yet received their
assignments and do not work on any aircraft at all, L-3 instructs them to bill 8 .0
hours per day to 0016AA, 3134488 . See 2/26/09 Martin Timesheet, att . as Exh . 6 .
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Again, 0016AA is the Item number for "aviation maintenance services for all
rotary winged aircraft based in Kuwait." Contract, page 18 of 60.

1 72.
Each morning the employees check in at the headquarters to see if there is
any news about their assignments . Generally they have to wait two or more days
to receive those assignments .

173.
After the employees check in in the morning, they are free to enjoy the local
base. Once their passports are stamped and returned (which might take a day or
so), they can purchase a temporary visa for a small fee, and go into Kuwait to
sightsee .
174.
When the assignments come through, the employees who are going to
locations in Kuwait are taken by bus to their final jobsites .
175.
Most of the employees, however, are assigned to Iraq or Afghanistan.
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1 76.
L-3 instructs these employees to remain in Kuwait, doing nothing, through
the end of Thursday .
1 77.
The employees are not even allowed to "manifest," iL e ., put their names on a
list to get a flight in to their jobsites, until the end of the week.
1 78.
Relator Martin asked why the employees were being held in Kuwait without
work to do . Craig Nitsche, L-3's site supervisor in Kuwait, informed Martin that
this procedure was "easier" for L-3's payroll department .
179.
On information and belief, the delay is easier on the payroll department
because the employees are paid a higher hourly rate - essentially "combat pay" once they deploy into Afghanistan or Iraq . (When Martin first deployed into
Kuwait, the pay in Kuwait may have been the same as in the United States .
However, by his third trip in, the pay in Kuwait was higher than the pay in the
United States, and the pay in Iraq was higher than in Kuwait .)
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180.
Additionally, the employees are paid a per diem that is issued along with the
regular check, and the amount of the per diem differs for each location . In the
United States, Martin received approximately $35-$40 a day while he was at the
hotel, and nothing while he was on base . He received approximately $109 a day
while he was in Kuwait, and $65 a day in Afghanistan .
181 .
Thus, if an employee were to deploy in the middle of that week, the payroll
department would have to pay the employee at three different rates for that one
week: the United States rate on Friday, the Kuwait rate on Saturday, and the Iraq
rate from Monday through Thursday.4 The payroll department also would have to
pay the employee's per diem at three different rates .
182.
Thus, simply to ease the "burden" on its payroll department, L-3 holds the
employees back in Kuwait, and charges the government as if the employees were
working on aircraft in Kuwait, when in fact they are not . Even worse, the
If the hourly rates in Kuwait and the United States were the same, then the
payroll department still would be required to pay the employees at two different
rates .
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employees actually could be working on the Contract if only they were allowed to
deploy into the theater .
1 83.
The time the employees bill while they are waiting in Kuwait is not marked
with a non-productive code, even though the hours they spend sightseeing or
waiting in Kuwait certainly are not direct labor hours spent maintaining and
repairing Kuwait-based aircraft, nor are they necessary to "accomplish
modification /maintenance/repair effort on-site at operational government locations
cited in the Performance Work Statement ." Contract, Time and Material - Labor,
at 2, 8, 129 1 8, 24, 27, 29, 32, 35, 38, 4 1, and 44.
184.
On information, including the information set forth herein, and belief, L-3
bills and has billed the Government for all of the time set out above, and the
Government pays and has paid L-3 for the time .
VIOLATIONS OF THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT - 31 U .S.C . 3729
COUNTY
Billing for Training

185.
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein .
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186.
L-3 was not permitted to bill for hours its employees spent on training, or on
administration, and the Government did not agree to pay for such hours .
187.
Nonetheless, when the L-3 employees spent the next week at the CRC, L-3
instructed and required its employees to record hours on their timesheets . L-3
instructed and required the employees to identify these unbillable hours using
codes that indicated that the hours were spent in direct labor on a contract with the
Government .
188.
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
189.
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . §
3729(a)(1), by knowingly presenting, or causing to be presented, to an officer or
employee of the United States Government or a member of the Armed Forces of
the United States, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
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190.
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. §
3729(a)(1)(A), because they have knowingly presented, or caused to be presented,
a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
1 91 .
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. §
3729(a)(2), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or
used, a false record or statement to get a false or fraudulent claim paid or approved
by the Government .
192.
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. §
3729(a)(1)(B), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or
used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim .

193.
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . §
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3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud the U .S . Government by getting a false or
fraudulent claim allowed or paid .
194.
In submitting requests the hours the employees spent at the CRC,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S.C . §
3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to commit a violation of subparagraphs (A) or (B) .
195.
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .
COUNT II
Bill ing for L-3's In ternal Train ing,
Paperwork, and Medical Examinations

196 .
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein .
197.
In the days prior to the CRC training, L-3 gave its employees internal
training, and had them fill out L-3's internal paperwork and have medical
examinations .
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198.
Under its Time & Materials contracts with the United States Government, L3 was not permitted to bill for training, and certainly was not permitted to bill for
having its employees take its internal training, fill out its internal paperwork, or
have physical examinations .
199.
Nonetheless, L-3 instructed and required its employees to record the hours
they spent before the CRC training, when they were in L-3's internal training, and
filling out L-3's internal paperwork and taking medical examinations, on their
timesheets . L-3 instructed and required the employees to identify these hours
using codes that indicated that the hours were spent in direct labor on a contract
with the Government .
200.
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
201 .
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
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Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . §
3729(a){1}, by knowingly presenting, or causing to be presented, to an officer or

employee of the United States Government or a member of the Armed Forces of
the United States, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
202.
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. §
3 729(a)(1)(A), because they have knowingly presented, or caused to be presented,
a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
2 03.
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. §
3729(a)(2), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or
used, a false record or statement to get a false or fraudulent claim paid or approved
by the Government .
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204.
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . §
3729(a)(1)(B), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or
used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim .
205.
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. §
3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud the U .S . Government by getting a false or
fraudulent claim allowed or paid .

206.
In submitting requests for payment for the hours that the employees spent in
internal L-3 training and administrative work, taking medical examinations, etc .,
Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. §
3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to commit a violation of subparagraphs (A) or (B) .
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207.
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .

Falsifying

COUNT III
ime Records for the Time Spent at the CRC
208.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein .
209.
L-3 systematically inflated the amount of time its employees actually spent
on the CRC training and processing .
210.
During the week the employees spent at the CRC, L-3 instructed and
required its employees to record hours when they were not involved in any CRC
activities . L-3 instructed and required the employees to identify these hours using
codes that indicated that the hours were spent in direct labor on a contract with the
Government .
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211 .
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
212.
In submitting requests for payment for hours when the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents violated, and
continue to violate, 3 1 U.S .C . § 3729(a)(1), by knowingly presenting, or causing to
be presented, to an officer or employee of the United States Government or a
member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or fraudulent claim for
payment or approval .
213.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729{a}(1)(A), because they have knowingly
presented, or caused to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or
approval .
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214.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. § 3729(a)(2), because they have knowingly made,
used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement to get a false or
fraudulent claim paid or approved by the Government .
2 1 5.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(1)(B), because they have knowingly
made, used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement material to a
false or fraudulent claim .
216.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud the U .S .
Government by getting a false or fraudulent claim allowed or paid .
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217.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees had not
been involved in CRC activities, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to commit a violation
of subparagraphs (A) or (B) .

218.
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .
COUNT I V
Billing for the Employees' Trave l Time
2 1 9.
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein.
220.
L-3 was not permitted to bill for time its employees spent in travel .
221 .
Nonetheless, L-3 instructed and required its employees to bill for the first
day of the two days of travel to Iraq . L-3 instructed and required the employees to
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identify these hours using codes that indicated that the hours were spent in direct
labor on a contract with the Government .
222 .
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
223.
In submitting requests for payment for hours when its employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31
U.S .C . § 3729(a)(1), by knowingly presenting, or causing to be presented, to an
officer or employee of the United States Government or a member of the Armed
Forces of the United States, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
224.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31
U.S.C . § 3729(a)(1)(A), because they have knowingly presented, or caused to be
presented, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or approval .
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225.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31
U.S .C . § 3729(a)(2), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be
made or used, a false record or statement to get a false or fraudulent claim paid or
approved by the Government .
226.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 3 2
U.S.C . § 3729(a)(1)(B), because they have knowingly made, used, or caused to be
made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim .
227.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31
U.S.C . § 3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud the U .S . Government by getting a

false or fraudulent claim allowed or paid .
228.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that the employees were
traveling, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and continue to violate, 31
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U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to commit a violation of subparagraphs (A)
or (B) .

229.
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .
COUNT V
Billing Overtime Durin g Tra ining
230.
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein .
231 .
L-3 was not permitted to bill for training at all .
232.
Additionally and alternatively, L-3 was not permitted to bill for overtime for
the hours its employees spent in training .
233.
Nonetheless, L-3 instructed and required its employees to bill for overtime
during the time they spent in training . L-3 instructed and required the employees
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to identify these hours using codes that indicated that the hours were spent in direct
labor on a contract with the Government .
234.
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
235.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S.C . § 3729(a)(1), by knowingly presenting, or causing to
be presented, to an officer or employee of the United States Government or a
member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or fraudulent claim for
payment or approval .
236.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. § 3729(a)(1)(A), because they have knowingly
presented, or caused to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for payment or
approval .
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237.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(2), because they have knowingly made,
used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement to get a false or
fraudulent claim paid or approved by the Government .
238.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(i)(B), because they have knowingly
made, used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement material to a
false or fraudulent claim .
239.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S.C . § 3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud the U .S .
Government by getting a false or fraudulent claim allowed or paid .
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240.
In submitting requests for payment for overtime during the time its
employees spent in training, Defendants and/or their agents have violated, and
continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to commit a violation
of subparagraphs (A) or (B) .
241 .
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .

COUNT VI
Billing for Tim e Employees Spent On Hold in Kuwait
242.
Plaintiffs incorporate by reference and re-allege the previous paragraphs as
if fully set forth herein .
243 .
L-3 required its employees to wait in Kuwait from the date on which they
arrived until they received their job assignments . L-3 instructed its employees to
submit timesheets that showed they had spent 8.0 hours on each of those days on
Government contract work, when in fact the employees had not worked on those
days and in fact were not even present at their job sites .
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244.
Additionally, for the employees who had been assigned to jobs outside
Kuwait, L-3 instructed the employees to continue waiting in Kuwait until Thursday
of that week . L-3 instructed its employees to submit timesheets that showed they
had spent 8 .0 hours on each of those days in direct labor on a contract with the
Government, when in fact the employees had not worked on those days and in fact
were not even present at their job sites .
245.
L-3 then knowingly and intentionally prepared, and presented to the
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent bill for these hours .
246.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U.S.C . § 3729(a)(1), by knowingly presenting,
or causing to be presented, to an officer or employee of the United States
Government or a member of the Armed Forces of the United States, a false or
fraudulent claim for payment or approval.
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2 47.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A), because they have
knowingly presented, or caused to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for
payment or approval .
248.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C. § 3729(a)(2), because they have
knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement to
get a false or fraudulent claim paid or approved by the Government .
249.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(1)(B), because they have
knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used, a false record or statement
material to a false or fraudulent claim .
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250.
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(3), by conspiring to defraud
the U.S. Government by getting a false or fraudulent claim allowed or paid .
251 .
In submitting requests for payment for hours that employees were not
working on a contract with the Government, Defendants and/or their agents have
violated, and continue to violate, 31 U .S .C . § 3729(a)(1)(C), by conspiring to
commit a violation of subparagraphs (A) or (B) .
252.
The Government has suffered and is continuing to suffer damages as a
proximate result of the actions of Defendants, because it has paid and is continuing
to pay amounts that were not due to L-3 .
PRAYER
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray and demand the following :
(a) That process issue and service be made upon Defendants to appear and
answer this Complaint as provided by law ;
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(b) That judgment be entered in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants on
all Counts of the Complaint;
(c) That Plaintiffs be awarded all damages flowing from Defendants' wrongful
acts ;

(d) That Plaintiffs be awarded three (3) times the amount of damages sustained
by the United States as a result of the wrongful acts of the Defendants,
pursuant to 31 U .S.C. § 3730 ;
(e) That Plaintiffs be awarded a civil penalty of not less than $ 5,500 and not
more than $ 11,000, as adjusted by the Federal Civil Penalties Inflation
Adjustment Act of 1990 (28 U.S.C. 246 note ; Public Law 104-410), for
each wrongful act by Defendants, pursuant to 31 U .S .C . § 3730 ;
(f) That Plaintiffs be awarded the costs of this civil action pursuant to 31

U.S.C. § 3729 .
(g) That Ref ator Martin be awarded a portion of all damages, pursuant to 31
U.S.C. § 3730;
(h) That Relator Martin be awarded attorneys' fees, and expenses and costs of
litigation, pursuant to 31 U .S.C. § 3730 ;
(i) That Plaintiffs be awarded such other and further relief as is justified by the
facts and law and that this Court deems just and proper ; and,
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(j } That Plaintiffs be granted a trial by jury .

Submitted this Q6Sday of 201 0 .

Counsel For Plaintiff/Relator Robert Martin :
THE WALLACE LAW FIRM, L .L .C.

L E TARTE WALLACE
Georgia Bar No . : 698320

2170 Defoor Hills Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
(404) 814-0465
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IN THE UN ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVIS I ON

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ex rel.
ROBERT MARTIN,
Plaintiffs ,
V.

Civil Action File
No . :

L-3 COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION,
VERTEX AEROSPACE LLC, A/K/A
L-3 COMMUNICATIONS AEROSPACE LLC,
A/K/A L-3 VERTEX AEROSPACE LLC, AND
L-3 COMMUNICATIONS INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS, LP,

JURY TRIAL
DEMANDED

Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that I have this date served counsel for the United States of
America with a copy of
COMPLAINT
via certified mail to :
Counsel for the United States of America
CERTIFIED MAIL TO :
Sally Quillian Yates, Esq .
Amy Berne, Esq.
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Chris Huber, Esq .
Assistant United States Attorneys
United States Attorney's Office
Richard B . Russell Federal Building
75 Spring Street, SW - Suite 600
Atlanta, GA 30303-3309
CERTIFIED MAIL TO :
Eric Holder, Esq .

Office of the Attorney General
United States Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D .C . 20530-0001

This aL~'"day of , 2010 .

Counsel For Plaintiff/Relator Robert Martin :
THE WALLACE LAW FIRM, L .L.C.

IV
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TARTE WALLACE

L
Georgia Bar No . : 698320
2170 Defoor Hills Rd .
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
404-814-0465
Fax: 404-814-0540
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